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IPCC AR4 summarised recent attempts to produce temperature reconstructions for the  Northern 
Hemisphere during the last millennium. Recent developments since the AR4 report indicates a general 
correspondance with the variations depicted by the IPCC. A problem with the records used to produce these 
reconstructions of Hemispheric mean variations is a lack of high resolution data from the ocean. We here 
report an independant reconstruction of North Atlantic/Nordic Seas surface temperature and sea ice 
variations during the last 1200 years providing records of Multidecadal and longer time scale variability of 
the North Atlantic, based on multi proxy data, independant of previous reconstructions. The new 
reconsruction documents that North Atlantic sea surface variability closely follws the hemispheric 
temperature in terms of the multidecadal to century scale variablity, depicting a warmer mean states in 
Medieval times and a colder mean state in the period 1450AD to 1920 AD often described as “the Little ice 
age”, in addition to significant cold phases internally in both periods. The paleoclimatic records show clear 
similarities with the response from transient experiments with climate models run with natural and man 
made forcings over the same period. This indicates that the response to radiative forcing drives much of the 
long-term variability of the climate system and that the models are capable of simulating major portions of 
the observed oceanic changes. Cold phases in the models are linked with stronger ocean overturning, due to 
enhanced thermal effects on the overturning, thus indicating that simply ascribing multidecadal and century 
scale climate changes to variations in overturning mean flow is a too simplistic model. 
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